
 Al-Madinah School                              مدرسة المدينة

Level 1 - Grade 1

able bite flow ground hole 

about bobsled flower grumpy home 

acid bold flue grunt honk 

airport brag flush gum hoof

alert brim foam gut hook

already butcher follow guy hop 

also call forest gym hope 

another cape forty hair hose 

area cart friend hammer house 

army case frost happen hug

aunt chap fry hard huge 

bake dig full hate hum 

bald dollar garden hay hunch 

balloon dot gate heat hunt

bank dry gather heavy hurt 

bare ear give help hush 

barn elk glass herd hut

base farm glow hero icebox 

beak feet gold hide idea 

bean few gong high inch 

because fill grade hike ink 

beef finger gram hind insect 

beehive fire granny hint inside 

beep fix grape hire iron 

belt flag grass hiss itch 

best flash grim hitch item 

bicycle flea grind hive jack 
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bike flop grip hold jam 

jar lazy makeup music pad 

jaw leaf mall must page 

jay lean many nail pair 

jeans learn map napkin pan 

jeep leave march nasty pants 

jigsaw left mark near paper 

job leg maybe need parent 

join lens meal net park 

joke less melt never party 

jolly lesson mend news paste

joy letter merry next patch 

judge lid middle nice path 

July lie might night paw 

jump life mild noise pay

junk lift milk north peach 

just light mine nose peanut 

keep like minus note peep 

key lily minute now pencil 

kid lime mist number penny 

kind limit mitt nut people 

king line mix oak pepper 

knee lion mold oats person 

knife listen Monday ocean phone 

knit live money off pick 

ladder loaf monkey often picnic 

lady lock month oil pie 

lake loop mop omit piece 

lamb lord more once pilot 

lame loss moss one pitch 

lamp love most only pizza 

lane low mother orange place 

large luck mouse other plain 

lash lump mouth oven plant 

late lunch muffin over plate

laugh magnet muggy owe please 
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law mail mule owl plump 

lay make mumps own plus 

pocket rocket signal spin tie 

pod round silk splash till 

point row sill spot tilt 

police rug sister spring time 

polish sag sixty spy tingle 

pop salad size star tint 

post sap skate stem tire 

pot sauce ski stir toad 

pour saw skill stitch toe

power scalp skim stream tone 

pray score skunk street tong 

press scrimp sky string tool 

pretty scrub slang strong top 

print season slap subway toss 

prize second slash sudden toward 

proud self sled summer town

puddle set sleep Sunday toy 

pup seven slide supper trap

purple sew slim swim travel 

quack shack slime tack tray 

quick shake slip taco tree 

rabbit shall slow tail trip 

racket shame slug tale trot 

rag shape sly tall try 

raise shell smart tank tube 

ranch shift smudge tape tuck 

raw shirt snip tattle turkey 

ray shock snob taxi turn 

ready short snub tear turtle 

record should snug tell twenty 

return shovel sock text twig 

ribbon shrill soda thin ugly 

right shrub sofa thirst unit 

rigid shut soft thirty upon 
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rip shy some thud use 

river sift soon ticket van 

robin sigh spider tide vase 

verb whisper wrap wash winter 

very wicked yard wave wire 

vest wife year wear wish 

vote wig yell weep wolf 

wait wiggle yet well wonder 

wake wild zero west wood 

walk window zone when word 

wall wing zoom whip worm 

wander want warn 
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